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  The O2A (Observation to Archive) is a data-flow framework for heterogeneous sources, including
multiple institutions and scales of Earth observation. In the O2A, once data transmission is set up,
processes are executed to automatically ingest (i.e. collect and harmonize) and quality control data
in near real-time. We consider a web-based sensor description application to support transmission
and harmonization of observational time-series data. We also consider a product-oriented quality
control, where a standardized and scalable approach should integrate the diversity of sensors
connected to the framework. A review of literature and observation networks of marine and
terrestrial environments is under construction to allow us, for example, to characterize quality
tests in use for generic and specific applications. In addition, we use a standardized quality flag
scheme to support both user and technical levels of information. In our outlook, a quality score
should pair the quality flag to indicate the overall plausibility of each individual data value or to
measure the flagging uncertainty. In this work, we present concepts under development and give
insights into the data ingest and quality control currently operating within the O2A framework.
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